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Cosmic Coupling is a fun, fast-paced exploration of every Ã‚Âpossible relationship between star

signs, both straight and gay, from the authorsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ unique sextrological perspective. With rich

knowledge, expert wordsmithing, and signature wry humor, celebrity cosmic consultants Stella

Starsky + Quinn Cox delve into the specific rules of attraction inherent in each bond and the perks

and pitfalls particular to each partnership. Whether addressing enduring alliances or fleeting

dalliances, Starsky + Cox donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t shy away from the juicier bits in profiling the romantic and

sexual nature of each star-sign combination on the astrological block. Smart, sexy, and

sophisticated, with a wink, Cosmic Coupling Ã‚Âprofiles couples in a threefold

manner:Ã¢â‚¬Â¢Ã‚Â Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â ChemistryÃ¢â‚¬â€•describes the sparks, clashes, and underlying

motivations of the coupleÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s mutual attraction Ã¢â‚¬Â¢Ã‚Â Ã‚Â 

Ã‚Â CompatibilityÃ¢â‚¬â€•depicts the relationship needs of each sign and explains how the pair

best meshesÃ¢â‚¬Â¢Ã‚Â Ã‚Â  Ã‚Â CarnalityÃ¢â‚¬â€•details the sexual dynamics of the bond, right

on down to the nitty-grittyWith a profound understanding of astrology and human Ã‚Âpsychology,

original insights drawn from ancient, literary, and pop archetypes, and a frankly intelligent, frequently

funny delivery, Cosmic Coupling illuminates the dynamics of oneÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s (and othersÃ¢â‚¬â„¢)

existing relationships and guides any singles seeking Mr. and/or Ms. Right, while giving the phrase

Ã¢â‚¬Å“starry-eyed loversÃ¢â‚¬Â• a whole, spicy new meaning.
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Stella Starsky is a social commentator and culturist with a decidedly cosmic twist. A Manhattan-,



Cape CodÃ¢â‚¬â€œ, and London-based writer, performer, and astrological consultant, the divining

dame caters to an international clientele of arts, entertainment, and fashion insiders, and her lauded

rock-comedy act, Starsky + Cox's Cosmic Caberet, has fast become a New York institution. She is

the coauthor, with Quinn Cox, ofÃ‚Â Sextrology: The Astrology of Sex and the Sexes.Quinn

CoxÃ‚Â is a social commentator and culturist with a decidedly cosmic twist. A Manhattan-, Cape

Cod-, and London-based writer, performer, and astrological consultant, the divining dame caters to

an international clientele of arts, entertainment, and fashion insiders, and her lauded rock-comedy

act, Starsky + Cox's Cosmic Caberet, has fast become a New York institution. She is the coauthor,

with Stella Starsky, ofÃ‚Â Sextrology: The Astrology of Sex and the Sexes.

This is the sister to SEXTROLOGY, a must have. Where Sextrology does a fabulous job educating

you on the individual, COSMIC COUPLING educates you on relationships, any and all combinations

of the 12 signs, man with woman, woman with man, man with man, woman with woman. Much,

much, work was put into this book, and a tremendous amount of research. This is a serious book,

not a joke. It's easily readable, written well and sprinkled with humor. I have raved about it to my

friends and bought it for my best friends.

While in their first book the authors Starsky and Cox described separately women and men through

their astrological sign's nature and their ever so relevant sexual behavior; in "Cosmic Coupling" they

have decided to finally connect the dots and - as the glamorous cosmic matchmakers they are-

immerse themselves in the laborious journey of signs interacting (and exchanging fluids). Not a

single juicy detail will be left aside here, and the book gets more interesting and fun to read because

of all this "in depth" information. You will be astounded by the accurate depiction of your friends

relationships dynamics,- in and out the bed -, and you'll search avidly for your own best match .If its

predecessor "Sextrology" was labeled the "red bible" by cosmic followers, this is bound to become

the astrological rosetta stone guiding heterosexual, gay and lesbian individuals of every sign

through all the flirting possibilities the universe brings them.

Great book. Great addition to the first one for sure. The seller really worked with me after some

confusion in ordering the wrong item. Not only were they super receptive, but worked fast to get me

the right item. Would do business with this seller again.

This is actually the second time I'm buying this book for someone. It is perfect because it gives you



detailed compatibility ratings for all sorts of relationships. First it breaks down two sign pairings into

"Friends" "Romance" and "Sex". Then it also even goes into the sex of either sign. "Girl Scorpio with

Boy Scorpio" "Girl Scorpio with Girl Scorpio" and each match has an exquisitely detailed explanation

of what will and won't work. I would gladly buy this book for everyone I know (if I had the money). I

certainly suggest this product for anyone interested in Astrology.

Wished it went into more depth, pretty cursory and explanations are reminiscent of first book. Good

coffee table book!

It's ok, but their Sextrology book was better. I lost it in a move and though this would be a good

replacement since I've never read this one. Buy their bigger Sextrology book if you're interested in

this. It's better than this smaller, less extensive book.

Ever wonder why your Taurus male and female friends act so differently? Sons and daughters? You

and your same sun sign partner? Part of it, of course, has to do with the rest of the chart. But, partly,

it's because males and females handle their planetary influences differently. Very good read! One of

my favorite astrology books (and I have plenty of them!).

I was expecting more from this author. Their previous book sextrology was so much more

informative. This one I feel like doesn't give you ENOUGH detail or insight that you might be

seeking.
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